®
How to Finally Put an End to Your Data Security Problems
WAULT® (“Portable as a Wallet. Safe as a Vault™”) is the only
platform that combines verifiable credentials, secure document
storage and sharing with user authentication.
Unlike collaboration platforms such as Dropbox or Google Docs
where documents can be changed by anyone with access,
WAULT® is an immutable platform for storing and sharing
verified documents that you don’t want changed.
This makes WAULT® the ideal secure platform for sharing
sensitive documents with verified recipients.

• Concerned about avoiding wire fraud for your real estate transactions?
• Want to control who sees critical financial documents without worrying about email security?
• Need to ensure the correct credentials of the recipients of your key documents?
Use WAULT® for sharing personal identification, legal,
financial, and other mission critical documents that are not
suitable for email, file based methods, or collaboration tools.
WAULT® is the only secure platform to combine credential
verification with secure storage and sharing. And unlike the
solutions from Big Tech, WAULT® has no visibility or access
to your documents…so your data stays yours and yours alone.
If you’d like to learn more about how WAULT® can improve
the security and collaboration of your business while
reducing risk, please contact tomc@wymsical.com now to
schedule a free consultation.

WAULT® was the 1st Place winner at the 2015 FIN-TECH Hackathon Competition in Tel Aviv and is part of the
World Wide Web Consortium (WC3) where our CTO, Eli Yaacoby is part of Verifiable Claims working group.

®
More About WAULT’s® Features:
• Smartphone App for consumers to access their vital
information. Nothing is stored on the Smartphone.
WAULT® is a patented technology which uses high level
encryption methods and distributed technology to ensure
the safety of your documents.
• Authenticate the users by a combination of email
address, mobile phone, Gov’t ID, and biometrics which
creates their digital “wallet/vault” or WAULT® account.
Subsequent logins use multi-factor authentication.
Businesses are verified through 3rd Party validation/
software.
• Only immutable documents are allowed in WAULT®,
uploaded via camera on phone or through portal access
unless issued directly into the WAULT® via the gov’t or
some other institution/business entities. For example,
paystubs can be issued directly to a person’s WAULT®
from an employer or the DMV can issue a Driver’s License
directly to a person’s WAULT®.

®

• WAULT® creates a virtual network where businesses,
institutions and consumers can all share documents and
information securely with trust because WAULT® has
authenticated the identity of all the members of the WAULT®
network and secured the documents via patented technology.
• WAULT® app allows the sender of the document to
control the sharing. They can set an expiration date, allow
the receiver to share with other WAULT® members, allow
them to download a copy with or without add a watermark
to their document. WAULT® also gives the sender an audit
trail of who and when they share the information. The sender
can also “unshare” a document. All these features fit well
with the new data privacy regulations forthcoming across the
various states.

Securing credentials for good.

®
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Portable as a wallet. Safe as a vault.

